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A university education is one of the defining features of the most civilised Homo Domesticus.

Darwin's bipolar view of humanity implicitly defines a distinct civilised Homo Domesticus 
subspecies that has diverged from the savage Homo Sapiens.

Malaga Bay - Meet The Meek
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2022/05/30/meet-the-meek/

Unfortunately, every education system suffers from the Garbage In - Garbage Out syndrome.

In computer science, garbage in, garbage out (GIGO) is the concept that flawed, or 
nonsense (garbage) input data produces nonsense output. Rubbish in, rubbish out (RIRO) is 
an alternate wording.

Wikipedia - Garbage In, Garbage Out

The modern university is generally regarded as a formal institution that has its origin in the
Medieval Christian tradition. European higher education took place for hundreds of years 
in cathedral schools or monastic schools, in which monks and nuns taught classes; …

Wikipedia - University
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/University

And Darwin and Newton are two nincompoops famous for supplying reams of educational garbage.

Darwin's early interest in nature led him to neglect his medical education at the University 
of Edinburgh; instead, he helped to investigate marine invertebrates. Studies at the 
University of Cambridge (Christ's College) encouraged his passion for natural science.

Wikipedia - Charles Darwin
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Darwin

Isaac Newton … In June 1661, he was admitted to Trinity College, Cambridge …
In April 1667, he returned to Cambridge and in October was elected as a fellow of Trinity.

Wikipedia - Isaac Newton
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isaac_Newton

Darwinian Evolution is a difficult concept to endorse.

The term evolution suggests Mother Nature doesn't have a reverse gear that facilitates devolution 
and the survival of the fittest mantra very much implies the unfit shouldn't be allowed to survive. 

"Survival of the fittest" is a phrase that originated from Darwinian evolutionary theory as 
a way of describing the mechanism of natural selection.

Wikipedia - Survival of the Fittest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Survival_of_the_fittest

Darwinian Evolution is also a difficult concept to define.

Defining survival of the fittest in terms of reproductive success is a very curious approach because 
reproductive success is associated with very low survival rates.

The biological concept of fitness is defined as reproductive success.

Wikipedia - Survival of the Fittest
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Survival_of_the_fittest

… forage fish, such as herrings, which form huge mating shoals in shallow water. The 
water becomes milky with sperm and the bottom is draped with millions of fertilized eggs.

Wikipedia - Spawn (biology)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spawn_(biology)

A single female may release 100,000 to 3 million eggs, but not all will be fertilized.

Wikipedia - Sturgeon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sturgeon

Darwinian Evolution is also a difficult concept to isolate.

The diminutive size of the chihuahua skull can be attributed to domestication or selective breeding
or allopatric speciation or mutation or evolution or devolution or any combination thereof.

Domestication syndrome is a term often used to describe the suite of phenotypic traits 
arising during domestication that distinguish crops from their wild ancestors.

Wikipedia - Domestication of Animals
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Domestication_of_animals

Selective breeding is the process by which humans use animal breeding and plant breeding 
to selectively develop particular phenotypic traits (characteristics) by choosing which 
typically animal or plant males and females will sexually reproduce and have offspring …

Wikipedia - Selective Breeding
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Selective_breeding

Allopatric speciation … is a mode of speciation that occurs when biological populations 
become geographically isolated from each other to an extent that prevents … gene flow. 

Wikipedia - Allopatric Speciation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allopatric_speciation

Mutations may or may not produce detectable changes in the observable characteristics 
(phenotype) of an organism. Mutations play a part in … evolution, cancer, and the 
development of the immune system, including junctional diversity. 

Wikipedia - Mutation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mutation

Evolution is change in the heritable characteristics of biological populations over successive
generations.

Wikipedia - Evolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evolution

Darwinian Evolution is also a difficult concept to observe.

It's very questionable whether [for example] the changing “genetic composition” of a fruit fly really 
demonstrate the fruit fly is actively evolving [or devolving] into something else. The observed 
genetic change may simply represent natural variability oscillating around a long term average.

Under the conventional biological definition of evolution, it is a simple matter to observe 
evolution occurring.

Evolutionary processes, in the form of populations changing their genetic composition 
from generation to generation, have been observed in different scientific contexts, including 
the evolution of fruit flies, mice, and bacteria in the laboratory, and of tilapia in the field. 

Wikipedia - Objections to Evolution
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Criticism_of_evolution#Evidence

The fossil data reveals lifeforms have been shrinking [aka devolving] for a long time.

Pleistocene megafauna is the set of large animals that lived on Earth during the Pleistocene 
epoch and became extinct during the Quaternary extinction event.

Wikipedia - Pleistocene Megafauna
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pleistocene_megafauna

The fossil record shows that birds are modern feathered dinosaurs, having evolved from 
earlier theropods during the Late Jurassic epoch, and are the only dinosaur lineage known 
to have survived the Cretaceous–Paleogene extinction event approximately 66 mya.

Wikipedia - Dinosaur
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dinosaur
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The extant lifeforms suggest the adaptable survive.

On Growth and Form - D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson - 1945 Edition
https://archive.org/details/ongrowthform00thom/page/1064/mode/1up

The only exclusively freshwater seal species is the Baikal seal … The others are the 
subspecies or colonies of regular saltwater seals. These include two subspecies of ringed 
seal: the Ladoga seal and the Saimaa ringed seal. Common seals (harbor seals) are known to 
enter estuaries and freshwater rivers in pursuit of their prey. Colonies of common seals live 
in some lakes, such as seals of Iliamna Lake, Alaska, trapped there a long time ago. There is
also a subspecies called the Ungava seal (Phoca vitulina mellonae) that comprises less than 
300 individuals landlocked in the fresh water of Lacs des Loups Marins, Petit Lac de 
Loups Marins, and Lac Bourdel in northern Quebec.

Wikipedia - Freshwater Seal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Freshwater_seal

The shrinkage [aka devolution] of lifeforms suggests increasing terrestrial gravity has played a 
significant part in the extinction of the unadaptable and the survival of the adaptable.

Inflate a hot air balloon or an air mattress to discover Gravity is a relative density effect.

Basic mechanics dictate some large organisms will find they can't adapt to a significant increase in
gravity because of the extra stresses placed on their bones, ligaments, muscles and heart.

The effect of gravity on life’s scale is a distinct mathematical relationship that affects the 
basic building blocks of animals – bones, ligaments, muscles and blood pressure.

A reduced gravity reduces the force on any animal’s bones, ligaments and muscles so they 
can all be thinner and weaker for a particular scale of life. Blood pressure is also reduced in 
a weaker gravity since blood pressure is the hydrostatic weight of blood (mass × gravity).

This implies that the scale of ancient life was shifted towards a larger size in a reduced 
gravity. The most obvious result of this scale shift is gigantic dinosaurs with masses equal to 
several elephants but the effects are also plain on smaller animals as well. An elephant-sized 
dinosaur is noticeably more active and dynamic than any elephant because the dinosaur 
evolved to live in a reduced gravity.

Ancient Life's Gravity and its Implications for the Expanding Earth.
Stephen W Hurrell - December 2012

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/311735496

Dinosaurs and the Expanding Earth - Stephen Hurrell - 2011
Amazon US https://www.amazon.com/dp/0952260379

Amazon UK https://www.amazon.co.uk/dp/0952260379

There's plenty of evidence suggesting terrestrial gravity has increased significantly over time.
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In 1908 Richard Lull “supposed” the Beresovka Mammoth fractured a hip and foreleg 
when it slipped into “a crevasse” before bursting a blood vessel as it frantically fought to 
escape.

Malaga Bay - Alaskan Muck: Indelicate Details
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If the increase in Gravity was sufficiently gradual then it's possible the mitochondrial DNA of 
Homo Gigantea was successfully downsized by cross-breeding with a male Homo Domesticus.

Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA or mDNA) is the DNA located in mitochondria, cellular 
organelles within eukaryotic cells that convert chemical energy from food into a form that 
cells can use, such as adenosine triphosphate (ATP). … In sexual reproduction, 
mitochondria are normally inherited exclusively from the mother; the mitochondria in 
mammalian sperm are usually destroyed by the egg cell after fertilization. … The fact that 
mitochondrial DNA is mostly maternally inherited enables genealogical researchers to 
trace maternal lineage far back in time. 

Wikipedia - Mitochondrial DNA
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mtdna#Mitochondrial_inheritance

And it's also possible the Anno Domini calendar was originally aligned with the Biblical Flood.

Malaga Bay - Fiery Trigons: 1st Millennium Diagnosis
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Malaga Bay - Noah and The Flood
https://malagabay.wordpress.com/2016/01/06/noah-and-the-flood/

… Jewish law (Halakha), deeming people to be Jewish if their mothers are Jewish …

Wikipedia - Who is a Jew?
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Who_is_a_Jew%3F
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As always:

Review the evidence and draw your own conclusions.
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